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DISCLAIMER & FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT

THIS DOCUMENT (“DOCUMENT”) IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND IS BEING PROVIDED TO YOU SOLELY FOR YOUR INFORMATION. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS

DOCUMENT MAY BE RESTRICTED BY LAW. ACCORDINGLY, THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISTRIBUTED IN ANY JURISDICTION EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO SUCH JURISDICTION. IN PARTICULAR, YOU MAY NOT DISTRIBUTE, FORWARD, REPRODUCE, TRANSMIT OR OTHERWISE MAKE

AVAILABLE THIS DOCUMENT OR DISCLOSE ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN IT OR CONVEYED DURING ANY ACCOMPANYING ORAL PRESENTATION (THE

“INFORMATION”), IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA OR JAPAN, OR IN ANY OTHER JURISDICTION WHERE

TO DO SO WOULD BE UNLAWFUL. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RESTRICTIONS MAY CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS. PERSONS INTO

WHOSE POSSESSION THIS DOCUMENT COMES ARE REQUIRED BY THE COMPANY TO INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND TO OBSERVE ANY SUCH RESTRICTIONS.

NEITHER SACOIL HOLDINGS LIMITED (“THE COMPANY”) NOR ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES, AGENTS OR ADVISERS ACCEPT ANY

LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON IN RELATION TO THE DISTRIBUTION OR POSSESSION OF THIS DOCUMENT IN OR FROM ANY JURISDICTION.

This document contains forward-looking statements that, unless otherwise indicated, reflect the Group’s expectations as at the date thereof. Actual results may differ

materially from the Group’s expectations if known and unknown risks or uncertainties affect its business, or if estimates or assumptions prove inaccurate. The Group

cannot guarantee that any forward-looking statement will materialise and, accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking

statements. The Group disclaims any intention and assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement even if new information becomes

available as a result of future events or for any other reason.

This document contains forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, statements as to the Group’s business, results of operations, financial condition,

liquidity, performance and prospects, and trends and developments in the markets in which the Group operates. Forward-looking statements include all statements

other than statements of historical fact and in some cases may be identified by terms such as “about”, “approximately”, “targets”, “believes”, “expects”,

“anticipates”, “estimates”, “aims”, “intends”, “will”, “may”, “would”, “could”, “should”, “plan”, “budget”, “predict”, “potential”, “projects”, “forecasts”, “continues”

or, in each case, their negative or comparable terms. By their nature forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and

circumstances that may or may not occur. A number of factors, which may be beyond the control of the Group, its affiliates, agents and advisers, could cause actual

results and developments to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.

Statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are also deemed to be forward-looking statements, as they involve the implied assessment, based on certain

estimates and assumptions that the reserves and resources described can be profitably produced in the future, discovered and/or recovered.
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YEAR AT A GLANCE

OUR OPERATIONS

• Offtake of 3.8 million barrels of crude oil (50% attributable to SacOil)

• In-depth review of Lagia Oil Field characteristics

• Our partner Total E&P RDC, operator of Block III, successfully completed 

the acquisition of 244 km 2D seismic data on the licence area, in DRC

• Post-period expiry of petroleum exploration licences in Botswana and 

Malawi – strategic focus on cash-generative assets

• No significant health, safety or environmental incidents

OUR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

• Award of a new annual crude trading contract in Nigeria

• Post-period transformational acquisition of a controlling interest in Afric

Oil (June 2017)

• R162.6 million (US$12.5 million) equity bridge loan secured post-period 

to fund the acquisition of Afric Oil and general corporate purposes

• Post-period delisted from the AIM market of the London Stock Exchange

R211.8 million 
Group loss after tax (2016: profit of R39.6m)

R1,171.2 million
Revenues (2016: R4.7m) 

14,464 bbls
Total sales volume for the year generated total 

revenue of R5.3m (2016: R4.7m)

6.7 MMbbls
2P Reserves (2016: 6.9 MMbbls)

15.9 MMboe
Resources: Best Estimate Block III 
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Strategy Update

Transforming our 

business
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STRATEGIC TIMELINE

Pre 2014

Build an African focussed and balanced 

portfolio of upstream assets 

Explore early stage opportunities with low 

entry costs and “high impact” exploration 

growth opportunities

Seek partnerships with major and 

independent O&G companies with 

extensive experience in Africa 

Target discovered, but undeveloped, or 

near-term producing assets 
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2015 – 2017 

Balancing our portfolio

• Shift towards producing or near-producing assets

• Expand the Group’s offering across the O&G value chain

• Focus on cash-generating assets

Maintain capital excellence

• Efficient management of our capex programmes

• Focus on maximising return on invested capital

Growing our portfolio

• Expand geographical reach across Africa

• Enhance current resources and reserves through our 

technical expertise and business development

• Proactive acquisition and investment strategy

Legacy issues

• Progress legal disputes to seek satisfactory resolutions 

ORGANISATIONAL 

CHANGES

1. Reconstituted board

2. Strengthening of 

corporate governance 

structures

3. New shareholding 

structure

4. Newly appointed CEO and 

CFO

5. New strategy

6. Strong balance sheet with 

zero debt.

7. Experienced 

management team



OUR BUSINESS MODEL 
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DELIVERING ON OUR OBJECTIVES
WHAT WE SAID WE WOULD DO

1. Develop a geographically diverse business across Africa

2. Focus on low-risk cash generative assets operations

3. Establish operations across the full industry value chain

4. Resolve the Group’s legacy concerns

5. Reduce group operating costs 

6. Improve Governance

7. Consider share consolidation

8. Consider rebranding the organisation
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WHAT WE HAVE DELIVERED

1. AfricOil acquisition expands operations into Southern Africa

2. Rationalised portfolio away from high-risk early stage exploration to 

focus on revenue generating assets

3. Multiple revenue streams across Upstream, Midstream and Downstream

4. Continue to work through legacy issues in order to focus on growth

5. Consistently reduced group overheads with 8% reduction in 2017

6. SacOil committed to strict Governance code to ensure best practice

7. Share consolidation proposed at AGM of 10:1 

8. New name proposed at the AGM

Since taking the reins of SacOil, the management team has consistently delivered on Strategic and Corporate objectives and 

created a strong platform from which the business can deliver long-term sustainable growth as an effective New Company.



STABILISED AND POSITIONED FOR GROWTH 

2014 

 Revenue

 2P Reserves

 Operating Costs1

 Countries 

 Portfolio
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2017 

 Revenue

 2P Reserves

 Operating Costs1

 Countries 

 Portfolio

Following several years of stabilisation with a strong focus on portfolio rationalisation and the management of legacy issues, the management team 

has significantly strengthened the business and created a solid platform for growth underpinned by a diverse portfolio of assets characterized by low-

risk revenue generation.

1 – exclude foreign exchange differences, impairments or reversal of impairments and write downs

Nil

Nil

R 89 million

4

Exploration

R1.7 billion

6.9 MMbbls

R 85 million
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Production, Exploration, 

Trading, Distribution



NEAR-TERM STRATEGIC FOCUS
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•Screen opportunities that meet our investment criteria

•Seek value across the length of the O&G value chain
DIVERSIFICATION

•Optimize cash flow from existing assets

•Afric Oil business development, production optimisation on Lagia, application for 
new crude trading allocation

CASH FLOW

• Integrate our downstream business

•Seek complementary, value accretive opportunities  
DOWNSTREAM FOCUS

•Asset optimisation

•Drive gains across portfolio
PROFITABILITY



Operation Update

Evolution of SacOil:

Building a diverse African 

portfolio for long-term 

sustainable growth
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2017/18: DIVERSE PORTFOLIO WITH A FOCUS 

ON CASH GENERATION       
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Egypt – Lagia Oil Field

• Production commensurate with 

current price environment

• Reservoir characterisation review 

conducted to optimise performance

• Lagia#14 pilot well due to spud in 

Q4’17

DRC – Block III

• Total acquired 244km2 2D 

seismic

• Currently being evaluated to 

identify possible drilling 

prospects

• Additional extensions possible -

to be renewed Jan/Feb 2018

Nigeria – Crude Trading

• New trading agreement 

until Dec 2017

• 4 cargo lifts in FY’17

UPSTREAM MIDSTREAM & DOWNSTREAM 

Southern Africa – Fuel 

wholesale

• Successful integration of 

Afric Oil

• Expand footprint further 

into Africa



AFRIC OIL – AN EXCITING NEW CHAPTER
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Afric Oil presented a strong investment case for the Group with a material position in a well-established business that is a solid platform for 

growth and future opportunities in a largely fragmented market



BELTON PARK– STRENGTHENING OUR POSITION
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Expanding the Group’s position in the fuel wholesale and distribution market in South Africa

• National presence and footprint

• Advantaged supply position and pricing

• Management strong relevant skills and experience

• Strong Logistics capabilities with access to 3rd party storage

facilities

• Market understanding and local knowledge/relevance

BELTON PARK’S UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

OVERVIEW OF BUSINESS

• Founded in 2012 and owned by existing management

• The head office is located in Waterkloof, Pretoria, with the logistic

operations based in Nigel.

• Products include:

• Diesel (500 ppm and 50ppm)

• Petrol (ULP95 and ULP93; LRP95 and LRP93)

• Illuminated Paraffin

• Jet fuel

• Liquefied Petroleum Gas

• Strong revenue growth with current volumes of over 20 million

litres per month

• Fleet of 32 heavy duty tanker

Turnover

Circa R2 billion in 2017

Volumes

217m litres in 2017

Employees (FTE)

77 in July 2017

EBITDA

R27 in 2017

STRONG MANAGEMENT TEAM

• CEO, Mr Christopher Jooste, and existing management team to

be retained for a minimum of 24 months

• Expertise and skills in the fuel wholesale and distribution

market

KEY METRICS OF THE BUSINESS

Maximum purchase consideration of R220 million, with R190 

million in cash and R30 million in shares, subject to certain 

criteria



UPDATE ON LEGAL CASES

CONCLUDED

OPL 233

• Settlement concluded in October 2016

• Amount in financial statements RNil
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ONGOING

ROBIN VELA

• Case heard before the High Court on 25 August 

2017

• Awaiting ruling on the matter

• No provisions within the financial statements

ENCHA

• Matter subject to arbitration

• Process commenced and set down for 20 

November 2017

• Amount claimed by SacOil of R115m

• Amount in the financial statements of Rnil, as 

full amount provided against

NEAR TERM

TRANSCORP

• Related to SacOil’s involvement in OPL 281

• Amount claimed by SacOil of $19.5m

• Amount in financial statements of R208m, after 

impairments

• Likely to be resolved at the end of 2018

Management is focused on resolving these legacy issues in the near term



Financial Update

Financials performance
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

• Group’s financial performance significantly impacted by impairments 

or write-downs and foreign exchange differences

• Revenue generation secured with the acquisition of Lagia in October 

2014, Crude Trading in April 2017 and will see the significant impact of 

the Afric Oil acquisition in the next financial year

• Revenue generated by the Group:

• R1.2 billion from its crude trading activities in Nigeria 

• R5.3m from Lagia operations 

• The Group generated a gross operating loss of R1.5m that was 

contributed by the following activities:

• Profit of R7.5 million (2016: Rnil) from crude trading

• Loss of R8.9 million (2016: R10.5 million) from Lagia

• Decrease in Group’s total operating costs base (excluding impairments 

and forex losses) by 8% from R91.8 million in 2016 to R84.7 million

• Major deviations in the operating costs are as a result of the 

impairments, reversals of impairments and foreign exchange losses
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KEY HEADLINE FIGURES

R Million 2017 2016 2015 2014

Revenue 1 171.2 4.7 2.1 -

Operating Costs* (283.8) (194.4) (510.1) (100.2)

(Loss)/Profit for the year (211.8) 39.6 (277.0) 9.5

Net assets 687.9 919.2 787.9 948.8

Cash and Cash equivalents 18.7 107.3 229.4 381.6

Capital Expenditure 8.3 0.8 (76.4) (63.0)

Capital Commitments (12 

months) 0.3 0.8 88.2 772.6

ZAR Cents 2017 2016 2015 2014

(LPS)/EPS (basic) (6.48) 1.64 (8.54) 1.37

(HLPS)/HEPS (basic) (7.85) 1.04 (4.67) 1.37

NAV per share 21.04 28.11 24.10 30.7

Critical to add additional cash generating opportunities, whilst optimising the profitability of existing assets

* Includes foreign exchange losses and impairments/reversals on financial assets and oil and gas properties



CASH UTILISATION AND FINANCIAL DISCIPLINE

CASH UTILISATION IN THE YEAR 

R million
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Remuneration

Business Development

Legal costs

Consultants

Purchase of assets

Listing costs

Office rental & Travel

Other

• Key actions:

• Remuneration: No salary increase or bonuses granted and 

focussed on short term contracts to support short-term 

business needs

• Business development: Continued to identify and complete 

acquisitions and complete integration

• Legal costs: Resolution of the legacy issues will see this costs 

continuing 

• Listing costs: Delisting from AIM will save around R2m to R2.5 

per year

• Other costs: Drive cost savings across all categories

FINANCIAL DISCIPLINE

We are committed to maintaining our financial discipline, whilst adding cash generating businesses to create a 

sustainable business



Conclusion
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EFORA ENERGY LIMITED… Energy for Africa

RATIONALE 

• Transaction of Afric Oil materially transforms and enhances the 

profile of the business

• Majority of legacy issues now behind the company or being 

finalised - enable company to reset with a clean slate

• Leveraging opportunity to adopt a new corporate image to better 

reflect the vision, strategy and operations of the “new company”

EFORA – “ENERGY FOR AFRICA”

• This remains the focus for the management team, to build a fully 

integrated energy company that services the energy requirements 

of Africa’s developing economies 

CORPORATE OBJECTIVES

• Build a strong and credible corporate brand that resonates with 

existing and potential new investors

• Develop a strong track record within industry as a quality operator 

across the industry value chain

• Draw a line under inherited legacy issues and reputation associated 

with SacOil

• Leverage strong platform of Efora to create value for our 

shareholders
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Logo: 

Inspired by the vibrancy and energy of the African 

sun



CONCLUSION

• Turn around delivered to date, delivering on strategy established 3 years 

ago

• Challenges remain but significantly stronger company today
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TRANSFORMATIONAL 

OPTIMISATION

CAPABLE 

ACQUISITIVE

AMBITIOUS

• Seeking to optimise asset base to enhance revenue and profitability

• Integration of Afric Oil and Lagia programme 

• Experienced management team, supported by highly skilled and technical 

team

• Diverse skillset capable of managing growth of enlarged group

• Continuing to screen complementary opportunities

• Strict strategic acquisition criteria 

• Supportive shareholder base to execute strategy as we embark on the next 

stage of development as Efora
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CONTACT US

T +27 (0) 10 591 2260

W www.sacoilholdings.com

E investorrelations@sacoilholdings.com

@SacOilHoldings

INVESTOR RELATIONS

Buchanan Communications Limited

E   sacoil@buchanan.uk.com 


